CONSTRUCTION METHOD (Weaving Technique)

__ Plaiting (woven over and under each other at right angles, also known as checker weave))
  __ Double Weave
  __ Twill
  __ Bias
  __ Checker 1/1

__ Wicker (weave weft material over and under a stiff foundation or warp of rods or bundles of fiber)

__ Twining (foundation of rigid elements or warp rods-often whole plant shoots around which two and sometimes three or four weft elements are woven. The wefts are separated, brought around a stationary warp rod, brought together again, and twisted,
  __ Lattice
  __ Plain
  __ Plain Closed
  __ Plain Open
  __ Diagonal-Closed
  __ Closed Wrap
  __ Closed

Other:
  __ Overlay-(decorate twined baskets with an additional colored weft)
  __ False Embroidery-(a 3rd colored weft element is incorporated into the outer wefts, designs are not visible on the inside of the object)

__ Coiling (begins at the center of a basket and grows upon itself in spiral rounds)

  __ One Rod
  __ Two Rod

Closed Coiling stitches:
  __ Separate Stitch
  __ Interlocking Stitch

Other:
  __ Imbrication

__ Birchbark

DESCRIPTION:

Handle  __ yes  __ no  Materials: Wood, Grass, Leather, other_____
Lid  __ yes  __ no  __ missing  __ not sure
Basket sits flat  __ yes  __ no

APPLIED DESIGN

Imbrication
Beads (describe) ______________________________________
Quill
Paint/Stain/Pigment
Other __________________

WOVEN DESIGN __ yes (describe)_________________________ __ no

Start-describe if possible ________________________________
Finish-describe if possible ________________________________
Direction of construction: (when viewed from the exterior) __clockwise  __counterclockwise

SHAPE:  See Master List  No: ______

Measurements:
  H_____  W______  D_____